BDAC Removing State and Local Regulatory Barriers Working Group
On January 31, 2017, the Federal Communica:ons Commission (FCC or Commission)
established the Broadband Deployment Advisory CommiDee (BDAC) to “make
recommenda:ons to the Commission on how to accelerate the deployment of high-speed
Internet access, or “broadband,” by reducing and/or removing regulatory barriers to
infrastructure investment.”1 To facilitate BDAC’s endeavors, the Commission created ﬁve
working groups comprised of BDAC members as well as other selected individuals. Each of these
working groups was tasked with analyzing speciﬁc topics to develop recommenda:ons including
possible recommenda:ons for further study.
On May 16, 2017, the Commission announced the membership of the BDAC Removing State
and Local Regulatory Barriers Working Group (“Barriers WG”). It was tasked to2—
1) Iden:fy paDerns of speciﬁc instances of ac:ons at the state and local level that serve as
barriers to broadband deployment, such as deployment moratoria, unfair or
burdensome rights-of-way nego:a:on and approval processes, excessive fees and other
costs, unreasonable condi:ons, and bad faith nego:a:on prac:ces. The Working Group
will provide policy recommenda:ons to the Commission on how to address the paDerns
of speciﬁc instances iden:ﬁed.
2) Iden:fy examples and discuss the consequences of local governmental restric:ons that
may “prohibit or have the eﬀect of prohibi:ng” service by, for example, requiring
“undergrounding for wireless facili:es,” placing restric:ons on the placement of
communica:ons facili:es in a right of way, prohibi:ng upgrades to facili:es, and
prohibi:ng the placement of new poles in a right-of-way, and to recommend solu:ons.
3) Examine the extent to which municipali:es may single out communica:ons-related
deployments for more burdensome treatment than other deployments that have the
same or similar impacts on land use, and make policy recommenda:ons for addressing
such disparate outcomes.
BACKGROUND
Broadband access is an increasingly essen:al component of modern life. It delivers important
civic, educa:onal, and recrea:onal beneﬁts and is an important driver of economic growth. To
date, broadband has been deployed via a range of diﬀerent technologies (wireline, ﬁxed
wireless, mobile) and has been deployed by a number of providers, including incumbent local
exchange carriers (ILECs), compe::ve local exchange carriers (CLECs), cable companies, and
wireless providers, all of whom operate under diﬀerent federal and state regulatory regimes.
1

FCC Announces the Establishment of the Broadband Deployment Advisory Commi;ee and Solicits Nomina>ons for
Membership, DA 17-110, Public No:ce (rel. Jan. 31, 2017).
2 FCC staﬀ instructed the Working Group to focus only on policy recommenda:ons, not on a legal analysis or legal

recommenda:ons. Also, the FCC staﬀ informed to the Working Group that its scope did not include Tribal maDers.
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These networks are constantly evolving. Indeed, new services, such as 5G wireless services, are
on the horizon.
Deploying new broadband networks and upgrading exis:ng ones is not easy. The deployment of
broadband entails local franchising, zoning, permicng and access to rights-of-ways (ROW) as
well as clearing environmental and historical approvals. These processes are generally overseen
by each local government, and, in some instances, can act (or be perceived as ac:ng) as barriers
to the :mely deployment of broadband. There are also instances when broadband providers
delay the process by failing to provide all the necessary materials requested by a local
government. Not all delays, however, are inten:onal. In many instances, local governments
simply lack the resources or exper:se to act on requests in a :mely manner or otherwise
develop deployment-friendly policies. In some cases, state governments have enacted
regula:ons to direct and guide locali:es in carrying out their oversight of broadband
deployment.
Recognizing the complexi:es of deploying broadband and the challenges faced by stakeholders
in the public and private sectors, the Commission opened two proceedings to explore how it
might accelerate broadband infrastructure deployment by, among other things, addressing
regulatory barriers to wireline and wireless broadband infrastructure deployment consistent
with the law and public interest.3 These proceedings elicited hundreds of comments from a
range of stakeholders that provided key insights into the kinds of barriers and impediments to
deployment that currently exist: (1) unjus:ﬁed deployment moratoria; (2) unreasonable delays
in nego:a:ons and approvals for ROW agreements and permicng (delays caused by both
providers and locali:es); (3) fees perceived as excessive or duplica:ve; (4) condi:ons or
requirements perceived as unreasonable in the context of gran:ng access to ROW, permicng,
construc:on, or licensure; and (5) bad faith conduct in nego:a:ons on both sides. While the
Working Group reviewed all comments submiDed in these proceedings, many comments fell
outside the scope of the Working Group.
Leveraging the informa:on included in these comments, along with the exper:se and
experiences of its members, the Working Group iden:ﬁed paDerns of behavior that act as
barriers to :mely broadband deployment.

3 Accelera>ng Wireline Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WC Docket No.

17-84, No:ce of Proposed Rulemaking, No:ce of Inquiry, and Request for Comment, FCC 17-37 (rel. Apr. 21, 2017).
Accelera>ng Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, WT Docket No.
17-79, No:ce of Proposed Rulemaking and No:ce of Inquiry, FCC 17-38 (rel. Apr. 21, 2017).
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS
While state/local governments and broadband providers share the same goal of providing
broadband service to as many communi:es and end users as possible, they also have interests
that may conﬂict with each other. Many of the delays in deploying broadband exist as a result of
the fric:on between locali:es and broadband providers having compe:ng economic interests.
Locali:es have an obliga:on to properly maintain and update public infrastructure as well as
managing the public ROW to balance the needs of compe:ng services such as water, electricity,
and sewers with telecommunica:ons. Therefore, they need to raise the funds in order to do so
—either from taxpayers or from the companies that use the ROW. At the same :me, broadband
providers want to quickly deploy technology via public ROW at the lowest cost possible, on the
quickest :meline, with liDle regulatory burden. Many local governments also seek to charge
what they consider to be “fair market rates” for public infrastructure, while industry oken seeks
“at cost” or otherwise predictable, standardized pricing. These compe:ng interests create
natural conﬂict.
The Working Group has iden:ﬁed the following paDerns that can act as barriers to deploying
broadband.
•

Ambiguity: This barrier occurs when applica:ons, procedures, and decision/approval
:melines are absent, arbitrary, unclear, unreasonable, or inﬂexible, which oken
manifests as deployment moratoria.

•

Discrimina>on: This barrier occurs when state or local authori:es levy fees or impose
obliga:ons on broadband providers with insuﬃcient transparency, which can result in
discrimina:on among diﬀerent network providers.

•

Excessive Fees: This barrier occurs when fees for access to ROW and local assets are
viewed as unreasonably high rela:ve to the incremental burden on the ROW, duplica:ve
of fees already paid, or otherwise cannot be measured by some other objec:ve metric.

•

Inﬂexibility: This barrier arises when a local government is either unwilling or unable to
appropriately adjust its review and approval processes to reﬂect diﬀerent broadband
technologies or deployment strategies.

•

Inordinance: This barrier occurs when the condi:ons, requests, or requirements put
forward by a state or local en:ty are unreasonable or overly burdensome.

•

Noncompliance: This barrier occurs when a state or local authority or applicant fails to
enforce or comply with their established rules or procedures.

As cited by many in comments to the FCC, broadband providers perceive these barriers as the
cause of delayed broadband deployment and explained that these barriers discourage
investment in communi:es. For example, uncertainty around fees–how they are set, and how
they compare to fees elsewhere–can result in higher construc:on costs, which can cause
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providers to forgo or delay deployment projects. Such delays, coupled with lack of transparency
in fee structures, even if uninten:onal, can increase costs to providers and discourage long-term
network investments. Similarly, limited informa:on and un:mely communica:ons from
providers can frustrate locali:es that feel they do not have adequate insight into a provider’s
long term planning of needs, and therefore cannot readily structure deployment workﬂows.
In many instances, the existence of these impediments is uninten:onal, stemming from a
number of root causes that, with addi:onal resources and greater collabora:on with providers,
could be addressed in a collegial and :mely manner. These root causes include:
•

Lack of Capacity: A government en:ty might not have the resources or required
technical knowledge to process a request in the :me frame expected by the provider.
This may be a seasonal issue or may be an issue rela:ng to the volume of applica:ons.

•

Lack of Informa:on: Providers may not have provided the necessary informa:on
regarding requirements and expecta:ons of the city, or the local government might not
have provided enough informa:on, knowledge and/or resources to make a decision.

•

Lack of Process: The local government might not have a process to cover the type of
applica:on/request presented, especially in cases where new technology is being
deployed.

•

Lack of Flexibility: Some locali:es might seem to be inﬂexible because exis:ng
procedures embody their preferences and values for how networks should be built in
their communi:es.

•

Lack of Agreement: Local governments and broadband providers have conﬂic:ng goals
and are driven by diﬀerent incen:ves, a dynamic that can result in a lack of agreement.
For example, a local government might require a provider to compensate them for
access to ROWs while a broadband provider may believe the proposed compensa:on is
unreasonable.

•

Lack of Principles Regarding Fees: There is liDle guidance on what comprises an
appropriate fee for ROW access and aDachments to local assets, even when a provider
already has access to the ROW. In certain cases, authori:es may inten:onally treat
providers diﬀerently based on technologies, in order to extract addi:onal fees and
impose addi:onal obliga:ons.

•

Lack of Transparency: Nego:a:ons stall and partnerships fray without insight as to how
fees are calculated, both with respect to the fee itself and why fees might be allocated
diﬀerently among providers.

_______________________________
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For the November 9th BDAC mee:ng, the individual workgroups were asked to submit
recommenda:ons to the BDAC for vote and discussion. In light of this request, and in light of
the fact that the Barriers WG is s:ll in the process of working towards consensus on its overall
report and recommenda:ons, we singled out the recommenda:ons that we were most
comfortable moving forward as a group. Those recommenda:ons are aDached as “Vote
Recommenda:ons.”
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: AMBIGUITY BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
APPENDIX B: DISCRIMINATION BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
APPENDIX C: EXCESSIVE FEES BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
APPENDIX D: INFLEXIBILITY BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
APPENDIX E: INORDINANCE BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
APPENDIX F: NON-COMPLIANCE BARRIER: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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APPENDIX G: PREEMPTION ANALYSIS
APPENDIX H: BROADBAND READINESS CHECKLIST

These appendices are the result of the work the “Barriers” Work Group’s eﬀorts to date. The
“vote recommendaSons” that were sent to the BDAC leadership team on October 31 were
synthesized from these appendices based on a discussion of what the workgroup wanted to
forward for a vote on the November 9 BDAC meeSng.

DR

In addiSon to voSng items, we thought our body of detailed work would be useful to the full
BDAC. These appendices include a descripSon of the “barriers” to broadband deployment that
we uncovered, an explanaSon as to why each barrier (or perceived barrier) exists, and
recommendaSons for dealing with the barriers. These appendices are presented as a “work in
progress” and are thus labeled as “Dra_ for Discussion Purposes.” Thus, in their current form,
they should not be taken as the workgroup’s agreed to posiSon.
Appendix G is a li`le diﬀerent than the other ones, and deserves its own disclaimer.
During our analysis of deployment barriers, the Working Group observed fundamentally
diﬀerent posiSons among stakeholders regarding the potenSal use of preempSon as a means of
removing certain state and local regulatory barriers. By and large, broadband providers support
greater use of preempSon, viewing it as a way to provide more consistency and certainty in
processes impacSng access to ROW. LocaliSes and states, on the other hand, view preempSon
as unnecessary because it would undermine their ability to ensure their legal obligaSon to
maintain the health, safety and welfare of their consStuents are met, and to eﬀecSvely manage
the compeSng needs on the public ROW (e.g., electricity, water, sewers). Much producSve
discussion helped us shape Appendix G, but the workgroup is sSll undecided as to whether the
analysis should be part of the group’s ﬁnal submission in its current form or at all.
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APPENDIX A
AMBIGUITY BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier occurs when applicaSons, procedures, and decision/approval
Smelines are absent, arbitrary, unclear, unreasonable, or inﬂexible, which o_en manifests as
deployment moratoria.
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES.
1. Lack of Informa.on – Local governments do not have enough informaSon regarding the
requested applicaSon to make an informed decision. Providers do not have proper or
complete informaSon regarding requirements and expectaSons of the city.
2. Lack of Process – The local government does not have a process to cover the type of
applicaSon/request presented. This may be the case in the deployment of new
technologies and new techniques. EssenSally it is policy and process that is not keeping up
with the technology.
3. Lack of Capacity – Local government does not have the resources or required technical
knowledge to process the request in a reasonably Smely manner. This may be a seasonal
issue or may be an issue relaSng to the volume of permits ﬁled at once.
4. Lack of Agreement - When parSes are not coming to agreement on terms. Improper
assumpSons or misaligned objecSves may drive lack of agreement. There are also situaSons
where there are diﬀerent or non-transparent moSves.

DR

RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. Lack of InformaDon
a. Improve informaSon ﬂow – Recommend proacSve discussion between industry and
government groups to address each other’s informaSon and understanding gaps and
needs. Recommend pro-acSve leadership by local and state government in
developing models for local and state governments to draw from.
b. Recommend the engagement of ROW managers and recognize their criScal role in
developing the relaSonships between providers and local governments that
contribute to closing the informaSon gaps and facilitate smooth permit execuSon
processes. ROW managers establish strong working relaSonships with industry
partners and uSlity providers. They are a bridge to developing a common
understanding of provider needs and goals, municipal requirements, and technical
challenges for successfully working in the public right-of-way. Their work is to
facilitate the Smely and safe deployment of infrastructure in the ROW. However, at a
minimum, any ROW manager’s travel costs should not be imposed on providers, and
any costs from a conSngency or results-based arrangement should not be imposed
on providers.
c. Recommend pre-permigng discussions, similar to pre-construcSon meeSngs where
project stakeholders meet to share informaSon. This may be parScularly useful for
facilitaSng bundling requests.
d. Recommend developing or establishing a common set of deﬁniSons or terminology
to facilitate informaSon sharing.
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e. Recommend for new technologies the local government consider issuing RFI
requesSng further informaSon on how to permit or process this technology or type
of applicaSon. Assuming that this technology is not outside the current permi5ng
process, this must not unnecessarily delay the applica7on and must include speciﬁc
7melines.
2. Lack of Process
a. Development and implementaSon of model codes and streamlined permigng
processes to address the implementaSon of new technologies, processes and
techniques.
3. Lack of Capacity
a. Recommend developing standards and process for bundling permits that streamlines
the process but also meets both parSes’ needs. Master agreements between ciSes
and providers may be a starSng point. Consider pulling out non-uniform issues to be
dealt with individually and let the standard items move forward.
b. Consider adding a joint site-visit/drive-through as part of the pre-permigng process.
If it is too Sme-consuming or the ROI is not clear to do this for every bundling/
permigng request, it could also be considered as a periodic component of a
stakeholder educaSon process.
c. Recommend examining opportuniSes for contracSng and outsourcing to share
responsibiliSes and manage workloads. Look for opportuniSes in the process that
can help expedite permigng. An example is the 811/call-before-you-dig system. A
similar system could be considered for evaluaSng pole readiness.
4. Lack of Agreement
a. ExpectaSons need to be clearly and reasonably deﬁned.
b. As noted elsewhere in the Working Group’s recommendaSon, the Commission
should explore whether mediaSon, arbitraSon or negoSaSon by outside parSes
(example: state public uSlity commissions), will expedite dispute resoluSon and
actually be`er facilitate deployment than the current liSgaSon remedy.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.
PreempSve acSons were most o_en cited in the comments analyzed for this work. These
included shot clocks, preempSng blanket moratoria, and allowing access without approval from
local governments. PreempSon is covered more fully in a separate analysis (see Appendix G).
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APPENDIX B
DISCRIMINATION BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier occurs when state or local authoriSes levy fees or impose
obligaSons on broadband providers with insuﬃcient transparency, which can result in
discriminaSon among diﬀerent network providers
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES. The potenSal for fricSon between localiSes and network providers
exists in part because of compeSng economic interests. LocaliSes have an obligaSon to properly
maintain, manage and update public infrastructure and balance compeSng interests in the
public ROW (e.g., water, sewer, and electricity). They need to raise the funds in order to do so—
either from taxpayers or from the companies that use the public ROW and some localiSes seek
to use ROW and a`achment fees to generate revenues for purposes unrelated to broadband
deployment. Companies want to quickly deploy technology on these public rights of way at the
lowest cost possible, on the quickest Smeline, with minimal regulatory delay. AddiSonally, some
local governments believe that they are required to charge what they consider to be “fair
market rates” for public infrastructure while industry o_en disagrees that this is required and
seeks “at cost” pricing. These compeSng interests create natural conﬂict.

DR

DiscriminaSon does not occur in all states or localiSes. However, it is o_en found when the
process to accessing ROWs is opaque and obligaSons, fees and other rules are not clearly
deﬁned. The barrier is worsened in ciSes and states where there is li`le transparency or public
informaSon on the fees and obligaSons of accessing public rights of way. This lack of
transparency in how fees and obligaSons are levied creates an environment of distrust and
creates the potenSal for discriminatory and unequal treatment between providers.
Lack of transparency can be driven by several factors: 1) ciSes not having permigng frameworks
for new technologies 2) few reference points as new technology emerges and 3) the lack of
internal resources to properly support and manage ROW access requests. AddiSonally, pricing
models are someSmes outdated as they reference previous generaSons of networks; and ciSes
and local governments, especially smaller ones, may lack capacity to update pricing.
There are also cases cited in comments of industry purposely requesSng excessive numbers of
permits to overload or lock in assets early to prevent compeSSon from compeStors, which adds
to the environment of distrust between local governments and providers.
DiscriminaSon can occur in two ways:
• Uninten7onal. States and localiSes may lack the dedicated resources to creaSng a
transparent and consistent framework of fees and obligaSons for access to ROWs. CiSes
may not have adequate personnel to review and determine the appropriate fees and
those individuals may lack subject ma`er experSse, which can unintenSonally create
barriers and an unequal playing ﬁeld between providers.
• Inten7onal. In select cases, states and localiSes may use the process of accessing ROWs
to extract fees from providers as a means to generate revenue. Some may treat
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providers diﬀerently based on technologies, or arbitrarily, in order to extract more fees
and obligaSons. While there are no accurate counts on the frequency of this behavior,
industry cites numerous examples through submi`ed comments.
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RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. Be Technology-AgnosDc. Increasing broadband deployment means recognizing that
broadband, to the home or to the consumer, will be delivered in various ways: ﬁxed
wireline, ﬁxed wireless, and mobile. Accessing ROWs to deploy broadband networks is
criScal, regardless of the type of technology used to deliver broadband to the consumer.
The FCC should encourage states and local authoriSes to review their policies regarding
ROWs access to encourage policies that are technology neutral so that local policies
don’t have the unintenSonal eﬀect of picking winners and losers in broadband
deployment technologies. The FCC should encourage local governments to not create
policies that clearly confer a compeSSve advantage to one technology or set of
providers over another.
2. Encourage Transparency. DiscriminaSon o_en occurs when there is li`le to no
informaSon available to providers to help them understand the types of fees and
obligaSons that may be levied in order for them to access ROWs. A lack of transparency
creates opportuniSes for providers to be treated diﬀerently, even if they are providing
similar services or seeking similar access, and not placing an addiSonal burden on the
ROW. AddiSonally, where economically jusSﬁed, states and localiSes should balance the
fees charged to earlier entrants with those of later ROW entrants to ensure technology
neutrality and nondiscriminaSon. We recommend that states and local authoriSes work
to create tools that allow for transparency in fees such as published rates on city
websites for access to various right-of-way assets. AddiSonally, making public the
formula or approach to calculaSng fees and obligaSons used by states and localiSes to
any provider that seeks access to ROWs would be immensely helpful in creaSng trust,
goodwill, and be`er help providers accurately plan capital investments in addiSonal
broadband deployment.
3. Discriminatory Treatment Should be Looked at HolisDcally. When discriminaSon
occurs, it is o_en not a single occurrence. In order to be`er understand whether there is
a pa`ern of intenSonal or unintenSonal discriminaSon, we recommend that states and
local authoriSes take a holisSc view of the fees being levied and obligaSons being
imposed on providers. Taking a holisSc view can help determine whether or not
improper discriminatory pracSces are being employed and how a provider is being
treated across its eﬀorts to provide its services.
4. Encourage EducaDon and Capacity-Building for State and Local Government.
Broadband has widespread economic beneﬁts, and can boost educaSonal and job
opportuniSes for Americans. Working together, industry, states, and localiSes that have
built successful model codes to speed broadband deployment that work for all sides
should systemaScally share lessons acquired broadly. Simple principles such as
transparent pricing, be`er educaSon on how to deploy next generaSon networks, and
transparent design standards can speed deployment in the long term.
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APPENDIX C
EXCESSIVE FEES BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier occurs when fees for access to ROW and local assets are viewed
as unreasonably high relaSve to the incremental burden on the ROW, or duplicaSve of fees
already paid, or unrelated to some other objecSve metric.
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES. This deployment barrier arises when localiSes and providers cannot
agree on appropriate compensaSon for ROW access and use of local assets. To some extent, this
barrier is born of compeSng interests. LocaliSes need funds to properly maintain public
infrastructure and support other public services, and someSmes seek to generate revenues for
purposes unrelated to the costs of the ROW and local assets. Private companies, on the other
hand, want to quickly deploy technology within the public ROW at the lowest cost possible, on
the quickest Smeline, with minimal regulatory delay.

DR

Many comments were submi`ed in the Accelera7ng Broadband Deployment dockets that
named excessive fees as a deployment barrier. In comments, providers noted the numerous
fees that they pay when deploying in the public ROW, and quesSoned whether some of those
fees were excessive and/or duplicaSve. These fees included iniSal and recurring ROW access
and licensing fees, pole a`achment fees on municipal owned poles, consultant fees, and
miscellaneous supplementary fees. These fees are o_en assessed in diﬀerent ways depending
on the municipality, and can include fees based on a`achment locaSon or revenue. Broadband
providers also noted that it is o_en unclear why certain ROW fees are assessed, how those fees
are calculated, or what authority is relied upon to assess those fees. Some providers suggest
that they are suﬀering from discriminatory treatment. Some broadband providers also believe
they are charged duplicaSve or excessive fees that are not related to the burden caused by
placing these services and local assets in the ROW.
Excessive fees discourage investment and impede broadband deployment eﬀorts. Higher
construcSon costs and uncertain fee structures caused by the lack of transparency can cause
providers to forgo or delay deployment projects. Excessive fees also are passed through to
consumers thereby increasing costs to consumers and depressing adopSon. Lower adopSon
rates reduce projected rates of return, which can make broadband deployment uneconomic.
This eﬀect is especially undesirable in unserved or underserved areas, where ROW access and
use fees can greatly compound already high deployment costs.
Based on the comments provided, below is an analysis of why this barrier exists.
1. CompeDng Economic Interests. The potenSal for fricSon between localiSes and private
companies exists because of their compeSng economic interests. As noted above,
localiSes need funds to properly maintain public infrastructure and support other public
services, and someSmes seek to generate revenues for purposes unrelated to
broadband deployment. Private companies, on the other hand, want to quickly deploy
technology in the public ROW at the lowest cost possible, on the quickest Smeline, with
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minimal regulatory delay. Commenters suggested that increased compeSSon between
localiSes and private companies may add to this fricSon.
2. Diﬀerent Methods of CalculaDng “Fair and Reasonable” CompensaDon. On record,
stakeholders disagree regarding how best to determine “fair and reasonable”
compensaSon for ROW use. For example, many municipal parSes charge “rent-based”
fees based on a “fair market value” calculus, which may include aucSons or other
methodologies. This diﬀerence of opinion extends to the courts, as to what consStutes
a “fair and reasonable” fee.
3. Lack of Principles Regarding Fees. There are currently no principles that guide
municipal fee assessment on broadband providers, which has led to disagreements and
disputes. Many commenters provided examples of fees being charged that are
duplicaSve and/or in excess of the burden providers are pugng on the ROW and local
assets to deploy broadband, and appear solely moSvated to generate revenue.1
LiSgaSng these disputes, commenters note, is not a sustainable soluSon or good policy.
LiSgaSon drains resources, further delays deployment, and creates inconsistent
precedent between jurisdicSons.
4. Lack of Transparency. NegoSaSons stall and partnerships fray without insight as to how
fees are calculated, both with respect to the fee itself and why fees might be allocated
diﬀerently between providers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS.
Successful partnerships between localiSes and broadband providers are necessary to
provide broadband connecSvity to as many communiSes as possible. The Working Group
acknowledges that providers must pay to use public property resources, and localiSes’ best
serve consStuents by making these resources available on mutually beneﬁcial terms and
condiSons. In order to be`er facilitate those negoSaSons, the FCC should provide leadership
and clarity on what actually consStutes an “excessive” or “duplicaSve” fee for ROW access and
use, and is therefore outside the meaning of “fair and reasonable” compensaSon. Therefore,
the Working Group recommends that the FCC take the following acSons:
1. The Working Group advises the Commission to introduce greater transparency
regarding the way ROW fees are determined by requiring localiDes to make fee
schedules publicly available, along with a brief explanaDon of how fees were
calculated, and why fees may be applied diﬀerently between providers or services. It
is not necessary for the Commission to prescribe an idenScal fee calculaSon on every
municipality to ensure next-generaSon networks are successfully installed. Publicly
disclosing siSng fees will introduce helpful cost predictability for deploying carriers, and
the addiSonal accountability will encourage thoughnul, raSonal ROW and use fees.
2. The Commission should clarify that “fair and reasonable” compensaDon for ROW
access and use implies some relaDonship to a deployment’s actual incremental burden
on the ROW and local assets. As a policy ma`er, the Commission should recognize that
local fees designed to maximize proﬁt are barriers to deployment. A burden-oriented
The considerable rate diﬀerence between rate-regulated investor-owned and unregulated municipal owned pole
a`achment rental rates underscores the ideas that many localiSes may be overcharging when it comes to ROW and
use fees.
1
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standard is ﬂexible enough to suit varied localiSes and network architectures, would
ensure that fees are not providing addiSonal revenues for other localiSes purposes
unrelated to providing and maintaining the ROW, and would provide some basis to
challenge fees that, on their face, are so high as to suggest their sole intent is to
maximize revenue. For example, record evidence shows some providers are charged
around $10,000.00 per wireless node in up-front licensing and applicaSon charges, and
similar annual rents. Several commenters also cited a Eugene, Oregon, ordinance that
requires broadband providers to pay the municipality seven percent of their broadband
revenues for access to the public ROW, despite the fact that many providers are oﬀering
their service over exisSng plant for which they are already paying a franchise fee. The
Commission could also establish a presumpSvely reasonable “safe harbor” for certain
ROW and use fees, although the Working Group acknowledges this may be a challenge
considering some similar services are nonetheless governed by diﬀerent statutory fee
rules.
3. The Working Group also encourages the Commission to eliminate certain pracDces
that the record suggests unreasonably restrict deployment. For example, the FCC
should discourage the pracSce of requiring broadband providers obtain addiSonal
franchise agreements, or pay addiSonal fees, to deploy broadband faciliSes within the
ROW when they have already paid to access the ROW and the addiSonal faciliSes do not
impose more burdens on the municipality. The Commission can also discourage states
and localiSes from transferring to providers unending consulSng fees by limiSng to what
extent consulSng fees are considered “fair and reasonable,” and prohibit conSngencybased compensaSon for consultants.
4. The Working Group acknowledges that the Commission has many tools to create
posiDve changes throughout the siDng process with respect to ROW fees. The Working
Group advises the Commission to ﬁrst ensure that the BDAC Model Code for States and
Model Code for LocaliSes each implement the fee-related policy recommendaSons
described above. As a next step, the Commission should consider enacSng new rules in
the Accelera7ng Deployment dockets, issuing a declaratory ruling providing guidance, or
developing best pracSces. Including fee schedule disclosure as part of any “broadband
cerSﬁed” checklist would also support expedited deployment.
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APPENDIX D
INFLEXIBILITY BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier arises when a local government is either unwilling or unable to
appropriately adjust its review and approval processes to reﬂect diﬀerent broadband
technologies (e.g., 4G v. 5G) or deployment strategies (e.g., undergrounding v. aerial)
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES. There are several instances when an inﬂexibility barrier might arise:
1. CiSes might be unwilling to change their review processes because they do not see the
use in changing procedures that they perceive as working well. This likely stems from a
lack of understanding of diﬀerences in how new technologies are deployed.
2. Some ciSes might be intenSonally inﬂexible because exisSng procedures embody their
preferences, values, etc. for how networks should be built.
3. Other ciSes might be unintenSonally inﬂexible due to lack of resources, technical
experSse, or general knowledge of new broadband network characterisScs. Deployment
moratoria and other process-related delays might arise as a result as ciSes a`empt to
clear a backlog of applicaSons, seek to acquire the informaSon to make informed
decisions, etc.

DR

RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. “Broadband Ready” Cer.ﬁca.on Checklists. The FCC should either develop or
encourage states to develop a process (checklist) by which localiSes can cerSfy that they
are “broadband ready.” Such could be modeled on processes/checklists set forth in
legislaSon recently enacted in Indiana and Wisconsin. CerSﬁcaSon might include, at a
minimum, requirements around:
a. Speciﬁc commitments related to the determinaSon of permit completeness (e.g.,
10 days) and ﬁnal approval or rejecSon (e.g., 60 days);
b. Transparency and reasonable fees associated with the broadband investments;
and
c. DesignaSng a single point of contact for broadband projects. This would allow
broadband providers to know exactly who is responsible for the Smelines
outlined in the law.
2. Other Legisla.ve Guidance. The FCC should encourage states, working with localiSes
and other stakeholders, to adopt legislaSon that clariﬁes for localiSes that new
broadband technologies and network deployment strategies require diﬀerent review
and approval processes at the local level. A possible ﬁrst step would be for the FCC –
either on its own or via BDAC and its working groups – to work with naSonal
organizaSons represenSng state and municipal policymakers to develop and promote
model codes that could be implemented across the country.
3. Provider-Driven Educa.on & Outreach. The FCC should encourage greater collaboraSon
between providers seeking to deploy new faciliSes and local oﬃcials tasked with
reviewing applicaSons for such. In a growing number of instances, such close
consultaSon has assisted localiSes in more rapidly understanding technical aspects of
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new broadband networks, which in turn has helped to hasten agreement to ROW access
and other criScal elements of network deployment.
4. Addi.onal Educa.onal Opportuni.es. The FCC should explore how to leverage other
expert stakeholders to provide localiSes and states with opportuniSes for acquiring the
knowledge and skills needed to streamline the deployment of new broadband networks.
These eﬀorts might include:
a. The convening of regional roundtables and/or online forums wherein state and
local oﬃcials could gather for pracScal training, educaSonal sessions, and the
sharing of best pracSces. These might be modeled on workshops and webinars
organized and hosted by NTIA over the last few years and could be broadened to
include municipal and state perspecSves to educate industry on how best to
work with them.
b. DesignaSng a handful of higher educaSonal insStuSons in key parts of the U.S. as
hubs where localiSes and states in their regions might go for expert advice,
resources, best pracSces, case studies, etc.
c. Encouraging communiSes to work together and share resources to be`er
address novel issues as they arise. The FCC could help to facilitate the creaSon of
an informaSon-sharing hub and/or a digital planorm through which similarly
situated communiSes could idenSfy one another and connect.
d. Partnering with relevant naSonal associaSons (e.g., NCSL, NGA, USCM) to
develop and disseminate tool kits, best pracSces, etc.
e. Development of an online “master” guidebook for use by local oﬃcials when
engaging in reviews for new network deployments.
5. Iden.fy Incen.ves to Assure Forward Progress. The FCC should explore funding for
states and localiSes to engage in the kinds of educaSonal and self-improvement
acSviSes described above.
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APPENDIX E
INORDINANCE BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier occurs when the condiSons, requests, or requirements put
forward by a state or local enSty are unreasonable or overly burdensome
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES. The working group has idenSﬁed that this kind of barrier occurs when a
state or local authority condiSons, requests, or requirements are unfair, inappropriate,
unreasonable, or overly burdensome. To highlight the pracScal applicability of this deﬁniSon,
the working group and some commenters idenSﬁed a number of pracSces that are considered
“inordinately burdensome.” Some of the pracSces idenSﬁed include:
● CondiSons imposed that are unrelated to the project for which they were seeking ROW
access;
● UnrealisSc CondiSons on size, space, and locaSon, including unrealisSc restricSons
imposed on the size, amount of space, and locaSon of equipment and faciliSes;
● PracSces prohibiSng upgrades to faciliSes in ROW, including requiring a full review
process even when upgrading exisSng faciliSes or making changes that are not
substanSally diﬀerent from exisSng equipment; and
● Requiring all infrastructure to be underground, without allowing for alternaSve faciliSes.

DR

RECOMMENDATIONS.
The Working Group recognized that preempSon should be a last resort and, as such, the FCC
should work closely with states and localiSes to come to amicable soluSons wherever possible.
As the comments ﬁled in the dockets made clear, certain barriers such as moratoria may arise
unintenSonally due to small ciSes or localiSes lacking the resources, Sme, or experSse
necessary to conduct prompt and thorough reviews quickly. To this end, we recommend that
the FCC invesSgate the costs and beneﬁts of developing a process for Smely and eﬃcient review
of disputes — perhaps resembling arbitraSon — to assist all parSes with working through issues
that arise.
For example, we recommend that the FCC:
a. Engage, along with expert partners, in comprehensive outreach and educaSon eﬀorts
to communicate the impacts of inordinate review/approval processes on network
deployment, consumers, etc. and ﬁnd soluSons to speed deployment while
preserving public safety.
b. Work, either on its own or via the BDAC and with municipal stakeholders, to
standardize the applicaSon process to the extent possible, recognizing that one size
cannot necessarily ﬁt all communiSes. It should develop standard guidelines and
materials that can be tailored to the need of local communiSes and all providers
could take advantage of. This will be helpful to idenSfy the circumstances under
which addiSonal materials can be requested and condiSons imposed.
c. Work with localiSes — perhaps through naSonal organizaSons like NCSL, NLC, USCM,
NATOA, etc. — to reach consensus on ﬂoor/ceiling standards vis-à-vis aestheScs and
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related items. These eﬀorts should include the clear idenSﬁcaSon of the
circumstances under which a locality or state can supplement/change these
standards. Carve-outs for historic districts and similarly unique areas should also be
considered.
Develop, either on its own or via the BDAC and with municipal stakeholders, a range
of model codes/approaches that are tailored for diﬀerent circumstances. Rather than
one model code, the FCC might consider having model codes/approaches for large
urban areas, smaller urban ones, rural towns, etc. Such an approach would ensure
that each model code would properly take into account the nuances associated with
its relevant geographic area.
Outline best pracSces for developing streamlined, simpliﬁed, and predictable
permigng processes to guide states and localiSes.
Develop more clarity of “character of the neighborhood” or “aestheScs” between
ciSes and providers. Such a discussion should occur prior to permigng in order to
establish clear and transparent expectaSons and opSons on both sides up front.
Urge batch permigng for small cell antenna on structures in the ROW. InstallaSons
within the batch should be on the same kind of structure in areas with similar
characterisScs. LocaliSes should have the ability to pull troublesome installaSons
that might be caused by a number of things including ROW uses that are more
complicated out of the batch, thus allowing the rest of the conforming batch to
proceed forward.
Encourage ciSes to create more predictability in the permigng and install processes
by developing zones as a layer in their comprehensive plans that predeﬁne types of
installaSons allowed, character of the neighborhood, compensaSon for use of the
ROW and local assets, types of exisSng and available structures and guidance for
new construcSon. These zones should remove barriers and increase predictability for
providers to build out broadband networks. The zones could also potenSally allow
the city to incenSvize deployment in areas that are underserved.
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APPENDIX F
NONCOMPLIANCE BARRIER:
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
BARRIER SUMMARY. This barrier occurs when a state or local authority or applicant fails to enforce
or comply with its established rules or procedures
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WHY THIS BARRIER ARISES. There are typically two driving factors behind why instances of
noncompliance might arise:
1. Uninten7onal. Incidental or unavoidable noncompliance barriers can occur when state
or local authoriSes lack suﬃcient resources to meet its obligaSons or do not have an
exisSng code in place by which to make decisions. Noncompliance can also occur when
applicants inadvertently submit incorrect or incomplete applicaSons.
2. Inten7onal. Willful noncompliance barriers can occur when state or local authoriSes
resist or ignore shot clock obligaSons, lack the desire or ability to allow for nuanced or
Sered treatment of applicants, or a`empt to use their authority to extract unwarranted
value from applicants or prioriSze their own compeSng interests. Willful noncompliance
can also occur when applicants submit bad-faith applicaSons or install faciliSes prior to
obtaining a permit.
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RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. Educa.on & Training. In order to head oﬀ noncompliance before it occurs, state and
local authoriSes should be educated on newer technologies and their components (e.g.
generalized background on small cell or ﬁxed wireless technologies). This fosters a
stronger understanding of the needs of various network providers, informs the decisionmaking process, and promotes opportuniSes for collaboraSon among all stakeholders.
2. Collabora.on & Guidance Tools. Key industry, government, and trade or other collecSve
interest representaSves (e.g., alongside organizaSons like the NaSonal League of CiSes)
should work collaboraSvely to develop soluSons to noncompliance challenges.
• The development of a clear applicaSon, along with clear guidance materials that
accompany the applicaSon, could promote mutual understanding among
government and industry stakeholders and avoid and repair adversarial
interacSons.
• Examples of related best pracSces: The states of Georgia and Michigan provide
clear direcSves/guidance to localiSes with the METRO Act.
3. State Default Agreement. This mandate would provide parSes with the opSon to resort
to a “default agreement” in instances where they cannot reach a mutually saSsfactory
agreement within a reasonable amount of Sme, or where localiSes lack suﬃcient
resources to adhere to their shot clocks or other obligaSons.
• The default agreement must be a ﬂexible mandate that allows for something
other than a one-size-ﬁts-all soluSon. The agreement must comply with state
consStuSons and other laws. It must go into eﬀect automaScally if the parSes
cannot successfully negoSate other terms.
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"Other terms" would include things like an extension of the shot clock
requirements or a fee reducSon in exchange for addiSonal review Sme, not just a
"ﬁnal" agreement.
• The state mandatory default agreement should be developed collaboraSvely
with the input of all relevant stakeholder types to ensure fairness and respect for
the process. Furthermore, this pracSce will incenSvize adherence to the
agreements, because the alternaSve may be preempSon or a federal code.
4. "Interconnec.on Contract." Providers can negoSate a deal with one county or
municipality and another county or municipality can request the same deal with the
provider if they “opt-in” to be part of the network. Conversely, providers can request the
same deal other providers previously negoSated with counSes or localiSes. However, it
should not be mandatory for the government enSty or the provider to accept such a
request. If parSes aren't able to negoSate mutually agreeable contract terms, they could
uSlize the state mandatory default agreement or take the issue to a PUC to arbitrate.
(For more details regarding how this type of contract could operate, see SecSons 251 &
252 of Title 47.)
5. Study a Media.on/Arbitra.on Process. Legal acSon is one of the few remedies to this
barrier, but it is expensive and precludes limited-resource newer entrants. In order to
maintain an appropriate level of municipal and state authority in the resoluSon of state
and local ma`ers, expanding legal recourse for noncompliance through the
development of streamlined, state-level complaint and remediaSon/arbitraSon process
that incorporates ﬁnancial or other penalSes for noncompliant parSes on each side
could serve as a more eﬃcient, transparent, and cost-eﬀecSve method of resolving
noncompliance challenges than going to court. Such a process could be administered by
a neutral third party with an escalator (i.e., appeals process) for non-funcSoning
processes to a federal-level review for ﬁnal de novo determinaSon including preempSon
(with no deference granted to the mediaSon/arbitraSon decision).
• Examples of related best pracSce: Public and private stakeholders in Minnesota
developed and uSlize a noncompliance adjudicaSon process established with the
PUC. The New York state Broadband Program Oﬃce serves as state-level agency
that coordinates between state and local agencies for all permigng.
6. Resource "Sharing". Establish a voluntary pool to which providers can contribute in
order to oﬀset a locality’s overSme pay costs, so that applicaSons can be processed
expediently where resources are otherwise limited. Require the pool to operate on a 1stin-1st-out processing basis to prevent special treatment in favor of businesses that
contribute to the pool over those that do not contribute or businesses that contribute
greater amounts to the pool than other contributors. Establish a “human capital
sharing” program among localiSes to enable localiSes with limited human capital to
access qualiﬁed personnel in Smes of greater need than the local market can supply.
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APPENDIX G
PREEMPTION ANALYSIS
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INTRODUCTION
Every level of government — local, state, and federal — plays a role in broadband deployment.
Indeed, the process by which networks are built is impacted by a range of rules and regulaSons
enacted by an array of government enSSes. These rules typically seek to balance core public
interests (e.g., safety; aestheScs; ﬁnancial consideraSons) against the imperaSve to deploy
advanced communicaSons infrastructure in a Smely and cost-eﬀecSve manner. In many
instances, the process works smoothly: broadband providers and their counterparts in
government work together to agree on mutually beneﬁcial terms and construcSon parameters.
But someSmes, the process is anything but smooth: overly burdensome rules, the unwillingness
of one party or the other to act in good faith, or any number of other reasons mean delays in
broadband deployment. When this happens, it might be necessary for a state legislature or the
FCC to explore preempSon to remove a barrier or provide clarity regarding the path forward.
But when is it most appropriate to seek such signiﬁcant redress? And what factors must be
considered when deciding whether, and how, to wield this very powerful tool?
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The following analysis sets forth a conceptual framework that all stakeholders involved in
broadband deployment — i.e., both public and private — should use when evaluaSng the
appropriateness of preempSon. This framework recognizes that FCC preempSon may be
necessary when presented with evidence of behavior or rules set by a state or local enSty that
are so inordinately burdensome or unreasonable relaSve to the underlying government interest
that they can be prohibited per se (i.e., outright). Yet many pracSces perceived as “barriers” to
broadband deployment fall in an expansive middle ground where disputes between a
broadband provider and a government enSty could, or should, be resolved without preempSon.
In these instances, preempSon is best seen as a last resort to be pursued only a_er every other
opSon (e.g., negoSaSon, arbitraSon, etc.) has been exhausted, and where measures designed
to avoid such disputes in the ﬁrst place (e.g., transparency, etc.) have failed.
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF FCC PREEMPTION
The legal mechanics of preempSon are complex — and beyond the scope of this analysis.
Suﬃce it to say that Congress has given the FCC several sources of authority for preempSng
state or local acSons that are considered overly disrupSve to the deployment of
communicaSons services. These provisions of the CommunicaSons Act include:
1. Requiring just & reasonable rates, terms and pracSces for most non-government-owned
poles under SecSon 224.2
2. Time limits, or “shot clocks” under SecSon 332(c)(7)(B)(ii): state and local governments
must act on wireless faciliSes siSng requests within a “reasonable Sme.”
3. Non-discriminatory treatment of providers generally under:
a. SecSon 253(c) “for use of public rights-of-way” generally, and

2 Unless Congress extends SecSon 224 to government-owned assets — something the BDAC should consider — it

has no relevance for this working group.
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b. SecSon 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I) for “providers of funcSonally equivalent services” in the
“regulaSon of the placement, construcSon, and modiﬁcaSon of personal wireless
service faciliSes” (which includes more than just the rights of way, e.g., private
buildings).
4. No prohibiSons, or eﬀecSve prohibiSons, on deployment under:
a. SecSon 253(a): “No State or local statute or regulaSon, or other … legal
requirement, may prohibit or have the eﬀect of prohibiSng the ability of any
enSty to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunicaSons service;” and
b. SecSon 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(I): the same for personal wireless services.
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Such preempSon is never without conﬂict. LiSgaSon almost always ensues as state and local
enSSes a`empt to preserve their authority and right to self-determinaSon. Unfortunately, the
case law stemming from these disputes is riddled with contrasSng interpretaSons of the
appropriateness and reach of these preempSon provisions in the context of advanced
communicaSons deployment.
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Even so, it is undisputed that the Commission has a duty pursuant to secSons 253 and 332 to
remove state and local regulatory barriers to broadband deployment that act as prohibiSons
and eﬀecSve prohibiSons.3 However, both secSons are subject to three important limitaSons.
• First, they apply to “telecommunicaSons services” (or faciliSes for providing them), and
thus the FCC’s power under these secSons may be reduced or undermined if broadband
is no longer a telecommunicaSons service subject to Title II.4 However, given that most
networks will likely conSnue to provide telephony, which remains subject to Title II, the
FCC will retain some power to use these provisions to ease broadband deployment.
• Second, both secSons set a high bar for jusSfying FCC preempSon (at least relaSve to
SecSon 224’s “just and reasonable” standard), focusing on either discriminaSon or the
prohibiSve eﬀects on deployment. Furthermore, at least two federal appeals courts have
required actual, not merely potenSal, proof of discriminaSon or prohibiSve eﬀect on
deployment.5
• Third, as a ma`er of federalism, courts have held that the FCC may apply these
provisions only to state and local “regulatory” funcSons (e.g., permissions), but not to

3 What consStutes a "prohibiSon" or "eﬀecSve prohibiSon" is discussed below.
4 See Restoring Internet Freedom, NoSce of Proposed Rulemaking, 32 FCC Rcd 4434 (2017), h`ps://apps.fcc.gov/

edocs_public/a`achmatch/FCC-17-60A1_Rcd.pdf (proposing “to restore the Internet to a light-touch regulatory
framework by classifying broadband Internet access service as an informaSon service.”).
5 As the Ninth Circuit ruled in 2008, “[u]nder both [SecSons 253(a) and 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II)], a plainSﬀ must establish

either an outright prohibiSon or an eﬀecSve prohibiSon on the provision of telecommunicaSons services; a
plainSﬀs showing that a locality could potenSally prohibit the provision of telecommunicaSons services is
insuﬃcient.” See Sprint Telephony v. San Diego, 543 F.3d 571, 577 (9th Cir. 2008) (overruling City of Auburn v. Qwest
Corp., 385 F.3d 1236 (9th Cir. 2004) (quoSng Level 3 Commc'ns, L.L.C v. City of St. Louis, 477 F.3d 528, 532 (8th Cir.
2007)).
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“proprietary” funcSons. 6 Acknowledging this disSncSon, and that only Congress could
change it (because preempSon requires a “clear statement” from Congress to supersede
state sovereignty), the FCC’s recent NOI sought comment on how to apply it. 7 Informing
such line-drawing by the FCC — or by Congress — could prove to be among the BDAC’s
most important recommendaSons and deserves addiSonal scruSny by this working
group.
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FINDINGS: THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF PREEMPTION IN FACILITATING BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT
The following ﬁndings are evident a_er studying the issue of preempSon and considering its
potenSal role(s) in the context of hastening broadband deployment:
• Each level of government has legiSmate and compelling interests in assuring a robust
role in the broadband deployment process. For ciSes and states, these interests revolve
primarily around protecSng the safety and welfare of their ciSzens.
• PreempSon is a powerful tool that should only be used (in the context of broadband
deployment) in certain well-deﬁned instances lest its overuse undermines the
sovereignty of states and the statutory authority of their localiSes to manage their
rights-of-way and other assets.
• PreempSon can bring order to the chaos of conﬂicSng or overlapping regulatory
approaches in place at the state and/or local levels. Indeed, preempSon can be helpful
in providing clear guidance about who decides which issues and about the standards
that should be used to assure Smely decision-making.
• PreempSon can also be impacnul as a remedy in instances where a government enSty
engages in behavior that is deemed to be per se unreasonable or in clear conﬂict with
the preferences or approach arSculated by a higher-level government enSty.
• PreempSon in the context of addressing discrete barriers to broadband deployment that
are not per se unreasonable should be viewed as a last resort.

6 Accelera7on of Broadband Deployment by Improving Wireless Facili7es Si7ng Policies, Report and Order, 29 FCC

Rcd 12865, 12964-65, ¶¶ 239-40 (2014), h`ps://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/a`achmatch/FCC-14-153A1_Rcd.pdf
[hereina_er 2014 Infrastructure Order] (concluding that “SecSon 6409(a) applies only to State and local
governments acSng in their role as land use regulators and does not apply to such enSSes acSng in their
proprietary capaciSes…. We ﬁnd that this conclusion is consistent with judicial decisions holding that SecSons 253
and 332(c)(7) of the CommunicaSons Act do not preempt ‘non regulatory decisions of a state or locality acSng in its
proprietary capacity.’”) (quoSng Qwest Corp. v. City of Portland, 385 F.3d 1236, 1240 (9th Cir. 2004) (recognizing
that SecSon 253(a) preempts only “regulatory schemes”); Sprint Spectrum v. Mills, 283 F.3d 404, 421 (2d Cir. 2002)
(ﬁnding that SecSon 332(c)(7) “does not preempt nonregulatory decisions of a local governmental enSty or
instrumentality acSng in its proprietary capacity”)).
7 Accelera7ng Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure Investment, NoSce of

Proposed Rulemaking and NoSce of Inquiry, 32 FCC Rcd 3330, 3364-65, ¶ 95-96 (2017), h`ps://apps.fcc.gov/
edocs_public/a`achmatch/FCC-17-38A1_Rcd.pdf [hereina_er 2017 Wireless Infrastructure NOI] (“We also seek
comment on the extent to which [SecSon 253(a) and 332(c)(7)] apply to States and localiSes acSng in a proprietary
versus regulatory capacity, and on what consStutes a proprietary capacity.”).
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR DECIDING WHEN PREEMPTION MIGHT BE APPROPRIATE TO HASTEN
BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT
Clarifying how the Commission might wield its preempSon powers would provide greater
certainty to all stakeholders regarding the instances when the FCC would consider a peSSon for
preempSon to be ripe and when the Commission might act on its own to address a parScular
issue. This certainty would encourage broadband deployment, respect the sovereignty of the
states and local autonomy, and also allow Congress to clearly assess whether it needs to revisit
the FCC’s preempSon authority. Below follows a potenSal model for how the FCC might
conceptualize and operaSonalize its preempSon authority.
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In reviewing how courts and regulators apply general standards (e.g., in negligence and
anStrust), a spectrum of possible rules is evident:
• Per se bans: A limited number of pracSces so egregious that they are declared, ex ante
(in advance), unlawful per se (in themselves);
• Rebu_able presumpDons that less egregious pracSces might be unlawful but that could
be rebu`ed according to some standard;
• A “rule of reason” governing most issues, usually applied case by case and dependent
upon certain deﬁned factors; and
• Safe harbors that deﬁne certain pracSces as per se lawful, usually to ensure adopSon of
some minimum standard of good conduct.
The same framework could guide the FCC’s thinking on preempSon.
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BEFORE CONTEMPLATING PREEMPTION, FOCUS ON COOPERATION, CAPACITY-BUILDING AND EDUCATION
As much as possible, the FCC should explore measures that can avoid the need for
preempSon. CooperaSon with the FCC on these measures could qualify a government
enSty for a safe harbor from preempSon, while the opposite could weigh negaSvely in
preempSon analysis. For example:
• To address exisSng impediments that arise due to lack of experSse or resources8 —
the FCC, on its own and in partnership with a range of enSSes, should engage in
comprehensive educaSon and outreach acSviSes to make available opportuniSes for
equipping localiSes and states with the resources needed to make informed
decisions and to speed up reviews. Failure by a state or local enSty to avail itself of
these resources in a Smely manner could bolster a case for preempSon.
• To prevent new impediments from arising, service providers and the government
enSSes with which they work to build networks should both commit to improving
their pracSces and how they interact with one another. For example, failure by a
service provider to submit complete applicaSons for review could weigh against a
future case for preempSon. Similarly, failure by a locality to be more transparent in
the rates it charges for ROW access or to demonstrate that a fee is related to the cost
of access to ROW could weigh in favor of preempSon. The FCC, in partnership with
state and local representaSves, could seek to jumpstart such self-improvement by

8 Numerous barriers cited in other secSons of this report highlight these kinds of shortcomings in ciSes and towns

across the country. See, e.g Ambiguity Barrier Appendix.
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developing more standardized applicaSons and review processes and best pracSces
for being more transparent.9
EvaluaSon of applicaSons for collocaSon on locality-owned verScal infrastructure
(e.g. light poles, traﬃc lights), including refusal to allow a`achment to above ground
structures in designated mandatory undergrounding areas, for reasons of health,
safety, or sound engineering principles, or aestheSc condiSons limited to reasonable
objecSve standards (e.g., common shroud or container) might be protected from FCC
preempSon in a safe harbor — while decisions made for other reasons would be
presumed unlawful (though that presumpSon could be rebu`ed by localiSes).
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PreempDon as a Last Resort: Dispute ResoluDon / EscalaDon Mechanisms Prior to
PreempDon PeDDons
In the vast majority of cases where parSes fail to reach agreement over ROW access and other
parameters impacSng broadband deployment, preempSon should be a last resort. To govern
such cases, the FCC should call for, or adopt, two disSnct but related kinds of mechanisms.
The ﬁrst would be holisSc, akin to standards-segng, intended to bring together providers and
relevant government agencies in an eﬀort to resolve known issues and determine best or
standard pracSces (which, in turn, might funcSon as safe harbors against FCC preempSon. The
FCC could provide guidance regarding its preferred approach for how this process might
proceed, including informaSon regarding whether and to what extent this is a formal or
informal process, who would serve as the arbitrator, burdens and standards of proof, the
enforceability of remedies, the appeals process, etc. As an intermediate step, the FCC could
encourage state governments to address these issues — e.g., via intervenSon in an eﬀort to
reach a resoluSon prior to arbitraSon and legislaSon to address the issue more broadly across
the state (like what is happening in the small cell context).
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Second, the FCC could use the same or similar fora as mechanisms for resolving par7cular
disputes before they reach the FCC. PreempSon peSSons could be ﬁled with the FCC upon a
showing that, despite the best eﬀorts of the parSes involved, progress toward an acceptable
resoluSon within a reasonable period of Sme could not be made. A demonstraSon of bad faith
(e.g., willful non-cooperaSon by a party) could trigger acSon earlier. The FCC should issue
guidance regarding how this process would play out (e.g., in an adjudicatory manner or via a
formal rulemaking). This two-fold approach could maximize the agency’s limited resources,
minimize intrusion upon state sovereignty, and balance the interests of compeSng stakeholders.
But to be eﬀecSve, it must be backed up by a credible, clear threat of FCC preempSon in
appropriate circumstances.
PreempDon as a First Step: Per Se Bans on Certain Egregious PracDces
Even if preempSon is generally the last resort, it must some7mes be the ﬁrst resort. SecSons
253 and 332 leave it to the Commission to decide what consStutes (i) outright prohibiSons on
deployment, (ii) eﬀecSve prohibiSons on deployment, and (iii) “unreasonable discriminaSon”
among broadband providers by state and local governments. The ﬁrst two clearly contemplate
9 These kinds of pracSces are discussed elsewhere in this report. See, e.g. Excessive Fees Appendix.
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both outright moratoria and de facto moratoria, while the third contemplates, at a minimum,
pa`erns of acSons or inacSons that unnecessarily slow deployment or raise the costs associated
with it for certain categories of providers relaSve to others.
In extreme cases, a per se ban on such pracSces may be appropriate — to ensure that such
pracSces cease completely and deny states and localiSes the opportunity of a`empSng to
jusSfy the pracSce in a parScular case. A per se ban is jusSﬁed only when we are so certain that
the pracSce is inherently harmful that liSgaSng about parScular instances is not worth the cost
involved and uncertainty created by leaving the door open to such pracSces.
Rebu_able PresumpDons
More ﬂexible than a per se ban is a rebu`able presumpSon, which a state or locality would have
the opportunity to rebut. Into this category should fall pracSces which are generally harmful on
net.
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Because the stakeholders engaged in broadband deployment operate according to diﬀerent
moSvaSons and incenSves, there will likely be disagreement over the scope of acSviSes that
ought to be considered per se bans. Indeed, it would behoove ISPs to argue for a broader
concepSon of such acSons than the government enSSes with whom they must work to access
ROWs. Conversely, government enSSes would argue for a much narrower concepSon in an
eﬀort to preserve as much autonomy as possible when it comes to negoSaSng with their
counterparts in the private sector. As such, disagreements on the margins of the per se standard
are inevitable. This could be compounded by the fact that diﬀerent providers will view the same
set of criteria for ROW access diﬀerently: provider A might deem a parScular request or
requirement reasonable, while provider B might not.10
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To resolve such cases, the FCC should develop a dispute resoluSon process that includes
rebu`able presumpSons about these kinds of marginal acSviSes. This process would play out as
an intermediate step that must be completed prior to ﬁling a formal peSSon for preempSon.
The party alleging that a parScular acSon ought to be considered a per se ban would have the
iniSal burden of oﬀering evidence demonstraSng that the alleged acSon rises to the level of a
per se ban. A_er that point, the burden would shi_ to the other party to demonstrate that the
acSon is reasonable or otherwise not rising to the level of a per se ban. In every case, the
parSes should be encouraged to engage in the acSviSes discussed in the next secSon in an
eﬀort to resolve the impasse without resorSng to preempSon.
UlSmately, a`empSng to arSculate a list of such pracSces might be counterproducSve since it
will inevitably be incomplete. As such, it will be incumbent upon the FCC to develop standards
for evaluaSng acSons or inacSons that might, in pracSce, operate as “eﬀecSve prohibiSons” or
be unreasonably discriminatory. The following a`empts to frame out how the FCC might go
about establishing these kinds of standards.

10 One example that has been documented by this Working Group is in the provision of Wi-Fi services. Some

wireless providers have agreed to deploy such services as part of an agreement around 5G deployments. Others,
however, have balked at city requests for such services. [See Inﬂexibility Appendix]
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A Standard for EvaluaDng “EﬀecDve ProhibiDons”
When a`empSng to set a standard for evaluaSng what acSviSes consStute “eﬀecSve
prohibiSons,” both on a case-by-case basis under a rule of reason and in deciding which
pracSces merit per se bans or rebu`able presumpSons ex ante, the FCC’s analysis should
include the following:
1. Economic Analysis. Broadband providers and those with whom they negoSate for ROW
access have compeSng economic interests: providers wish to build networks as cheaply as
possible, while many of those segng the fees for criScal ROWs o_enSmes wish to maximize
their return on making those assets available. Balancing these interests is diﬃcult since both
are, at bo`om, raSonal. However, in the context of hastening broadband deployment, there
are pracSces that can render deployment in certain areas uneconomic.11 Consequently, it
will be incumbent upon the FCC’s new Oﬃce of Economics and Data to examine how two
criScal economic principles operate in the broadband deployment context:
a. Marginal eﬀect. The quesSon of deploying service is, in economic terms, always one
made at the margin. The average eﬀects are irrelevant. The quesSon to be asked is: How
do certain pracSces impact the marginal cost of building out network components?
b. Opportunity cost. Any increased costs of deployment caused by an acSon that makes
deployment uneconomic or inordinately expensive in a certain area will likely deﬂect
available resources that could otherwise have been spent on deployment. The FCC
needs an economic model for evaluaSng such eﬀects.
2. Geographic eﬀects. EﬀecSve prohibiSon can occur on a sub-municipality level. For example,
a parScular acSon by a municipality could “eﬀecSvely prohibit” provision of service only to a
small area — e.g., 5% of a municipality — leaving those parScular consumers unserved, or
underserved. In these instances, FCC preempSon might be most appropriate because the
poliScal decision-making process may systemaScally undervalue the needs of these
consumers for connecSvity.12 As such, the Commission might explore whether to disSnguish
between (1) pracSces that make deployment to a speciﬁc area impracScal and (2) pracSces
that make an enSre planned deployment suﬃciently more expensive that it has to be
shrunk, leaving some areas unserved.
3. Network Upgrades. CommunicaSons networks are not staSc; their deployment is generally
an iteraSve process. The FCC will have to decide how to use its preempSon authority not
only over pracSces that may “eﬀecSvely prohibit” deployment of enSrely new networks, but
also the deployment of upgrades to already exisSng networks. As with geographic eﬀects,
the FCC’s analysis should focus on the nature and quality of services provided to consumers.
Ideally, this analysis would measure all services provided to consumers (but, as noted above,
undoing reclassiﬁcaSon may constrain the FCC’s preempSon powers because the agency will
have to focus on those services that remain telecommunicaSons services).

11 For addiSonal discussion and recommendaSons for addressing these speciﬁc issues, see Excessive Fees Appendix.
12 Among other things, this would be consistent with the FCC’s duty under SecSon 706 of the 1996

TelecommunicaSons Act to “encourage the deployment on a reasonable and Smely basis of advanced
telecommunicaSons capability to all Americans.”
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A Standard for EvaluaDng DiscriminaDon
Discriminatory acSons – e.g., subjecSng ISPs to diﬀerent rules for accessing ROWs – can also rise
to the level of per se bans on broadband deployment. When developing a standard for
evaluaSng whether certain behavior rises to this level, the Commission will have to decide what
makes discriminaSon among broadband providers “unreasonable,” an undertaking that will, in
part, turn on how comparable broadband providers are treated.13 In general, as above, the
Commission’s focus should be on the consumer: diﬀerences in technical architecture might
jusSfy diﬀerent rates, terms or pracSces from local governments, but the more similar the
essenSal oﬀerings are for consumers, the more the burden should fall on the government enSty
to jusSfy diﬀerenSal treatment. Accordingly, some but not all discriminatory behavior might
operate as per se bans. AcSons that are blatantly discriminatory, like refusing to oﬀer provider B
the same terms for ROW access as provider A, are per se discriminatory and would likely be ripe
for preempSve acSon. However, there might be acSons that do not quite meet this standard.14
In those instances, it might be best to apply a framework built around rebu`able presumpSons
to resolve these disputes.

13 SecSon 332(c) governing wireless siSng applicaSons (e.g., on private buildings) applies only to discriminaSon

among “providers of funcSonally equivalent services,” while SecSon 253(c), governing “use of public rights-of-way”
generally, contains no such requirement. Even so, any assessment of the reasonableness of discriminaSon among
providers will inevitably turn on how comparable they are. The Commission might conclude that the la`er statute
sets a lower bar for comparable-ness than the former, but will sSll have to assess how apples-to-apples the
comparison is before deciding whether diﬀerences in the rates or terms oﬀered to one provider but not the other
should be unlawful.
14 See DiscriminaSon Appendix
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APPENDIX H
BROADBAND READINESS CHECKLIST
The working group idenSﬁed a number of items that aid in expediSng advanced
telecommunicaSons deployment within localiSes that do not necessarily rise to the level of
inclusion in a code or ordinance. The recommendaSon is to develop a list of these items that a
community can use as a tool to proacSvely prepare to facilitate telecommunicaSons
development projects. Below is a high level dra_ of what might be included in such a list.
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Project Management
• Establish, idenSfy and publish a single point of contact/project manager/ROW manager
for broadband deployment projects. Include other relevant contacts as appropriate.
• IdenSfy clear escalaSon process/procedures with speciﬁc contact informaSon for any
issue that arise
Assets & Data
• IdenSfy and locate any exisSng maps of available infrastructure, planned construcSon,
etc.
• IdenSfy expediSous process for making exisSng GIS data available
• IdenSfy any known contacts for electrical and backhaul sources
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Rate Structure
• Publish detailed rate/applicaSon fee informaSon:
• Wireline a`achment, microcell (by type of pole)
• Establish pre-program master a`achment and maintenance agreements
• Summarize impacSng state/federal/local regulaSons, pole/strand exempSons/
restricSons, uSlity impacts; idenSfy impact of currently in place agreements (if
any).
• Publish a rate study guide.
Permicng
• Publish permit fees
• Create or idenSfy rapid processes for permit review and processing along with speciﬁc
Smeframes for permit issuing
• IdenSfy duraSon of permit and any restricSons that may be relevant
ConstrucDon
• Publish underground and aerial standards (e.g. boring, micro-trenching, NaSonal
Electrical Safety Code (NESC), minimum clearances between communicaSons
a`achments and power a`achments).
• Publish insurance and bonding requirements.
• IdenSfy seasonal Smelines and any other Sme-based limitaSons.
• IdenSfy uSlity reroute/deployment/maintenance policies.
• IdenSfy any required use of specialized crews/deployment management on assists.
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Publish any addiSonal training requirements mandated by a parScular uSlity to work on/
access a site, and idenSfy any requirements for partnerships with uSlity-approved
contractors.
Publish aestheSc consideraSons that have been codiﬁed, and are clear and consistent
across providers.
Publish any provisions that are in place to expedite moving of pole a`achments so that
each a`achment doesn’t need a separate truck roll to be moved, such as one touch
make ready.
Publish engineered plans showing equipment that will be a`ached to poles and an
analysis of the exisSng pole and if it will handle the new a`achments.
Publish the layout of power supplies and cable or ﬁber to receive and send signals to
new equipment.
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Maintenance
• Create and make available a policy on emergency faciliSes maintenance procedures
• Create a process for sharing road closure informaSon
• IdenSfy appropriate communicaSon channels for maintenance issues
• IdenSfy requirements for incumbent uSlity/municipal/DOT maintenance agreements
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BDAC REMOVING STATE AND LOCAL REGULATORY BARRIERS WORKING GROUP

VOTE RECOMMENDATIONS
The FCC should work, either on its own or via the BDAC, with industry and
state/local agencies (or na=onal associa=ons) to develop a broadband
readiness checklist.
The FCC should either develop or encourage states to develop a process by
which locali=es can cer=fy that they are “broadband ready.”
The FCC should ﬁnalize, via BDAC, and with industry, states, and local
governments that have implemented successful model codes, a voluntary,
ﬂexible model code or set of guidelines to speed broadband deployment.
The FCC should encourage greater transparency regarding the way fees are
calculated by requiring locali=es to make fee schedules publicly available,
along with a brief explana=on of how fees were calculated.
The FCC should study whether a streamlined media=on and arbitra=on
process administered by a neutral third-party would in fact expedite
deployment.
The FCC should explore how to leverage other expert stakeholders to provide
locali=es and states with opportuni=es for acquiring the knowledge and skills
needed to streamline the deployment of new broadband networks.
The FCC should study the establishment of a voluntary pool of experts to
which providers can contribute in order to oﬀset a locality’s over=me pay
costs, so that applica=ons can be processed expediently where resources are
otherwise limited.
The FCC should explore funding and cer=ﬁca=on programs for states and
locali=es to engage in educa=onal and self-improvement ac=vi=es related to
accelera=ng broadband deployment.
The FCC could help to facilitate the crea=on of an informa=on-sharing hub
and/or a digital plaNorm through which similarly situated communi=es could
iden=fy one another and connect.
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BDAC REMOVING STATE AND LOCAL REGULATORY BARRIERS WORKING GROUP

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DISCUSSION
The FCC should work with locali3es (perhaps through na3onal organiza3ons
like NCSL, NLC, USCM) to collabora3vely develop an op3onal default
agreement that has standardized terms and condi3ons.
The FCC should provide guidance on what cons3tutes a fee that is excessive
and/or duplica3ve, and that therefore is not “fair and reasonable.”
The FCC should work, either on its own or via the BDAC and with municipal
stakeholders, to standardize the applica3on process to the extent possible,
recognizing that one size cannot necessarily ﬁt all communi3es.
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